TRAININGZONE
The plan

GET READY
TO TRAIN
THIS WINTER

TWO TRAINING PLANS TO SET YOU UP FOR
YOUR BEST EVER WINTER OF TRAINING
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THE TIME for winter training is
nearly upon us, but before jumping
in with two feet it’s worth taking a
few weeks to get back into the
swing of things. The four-week
plans here are designed to do just
that: ease you back in gently. Think
of it as the preparation phase, the
ideal time to take stock of last
season, make plans, enter races and

get your kit ready for the long
months ahead. To help you achieve
this I have planned various tasks for
you to do each week. Make the
effort to complete them and you’ll
have fewer interruptions when the
real hard work begins.
There are two plans here, so chose
the one that suits you best depending
on your spare time and experience
level. Neither are too challenging, and
nor should they be at this time of the
year. There’s plenty of opportunity in
the upcoming months to increase
your training, but now is the time for
restraint and recuperation.
The fourth week is slightly easier, so
make the most of the spare time it
grants you. The winter is the best time
to steal an advantage over your rivals,

but it requires commitment and
consistency. You can’t afford to put your feet
up too much once these four weeks are
over, or you’ll just be playing catch-up.
Feel free to swap the days around to suit
your routine, and don’t be a slave to the
plans. If you’re particularly strong or
experienced at one particular discipline
(swimming for instance), feel free to
increase the volume of those sessions by 10
or 20% or increase their intensity.

Are these plans for you?
Before beginning this plan you should already
be able to:
Ride your bike for at least 60 minutes
Run for at least 30 minutes
Swim 200 metres non-stop
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How it works
Get your guide ready to go

5 hours per week

Cut out the guide following
the dotted outline
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Fold the guide in quarters
using the fold guides

Now carry it with you for
reference while training

7 hours per week
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USING THESE Training Zones will help you train at the right intensity for
each session. This helps develop specific aspects of your fitness, as well as
making sure you don’t overdo it.
You can either estimate your intensity, using the Training Zone
descriptions, or use a heart-rate monitor for a more precise measure. If
you use a heart-rate monitor, use the percentages provided, and subtract
them from your maximum heart rate to calculate your zones. Tools like
cycle power meters and GPS watches will also help track your training
progress, but they’re not essential for these plans.
These training zones are only a guide, so don’t worry about being overlyprecise with heart rates because they’ll fluctuate anyway. It’s good to be
mindful of your intensity but it’s even more important that you get out
there and enjoy your training.
ZONE 1 [Z1] Recovery
60 to 65% of your maximum. Easy pace, feels nice and light.
ZONE 2 [Z2] Steady
65 to 75% of your maximum. Fairly easy pace. Easy enough so that you
could breathe just through your nose if you wanted to.

5 hours per week

WINTER
PREP

A SIMPLE ROUTINE TO GUIDE YOU GENTLY INTO
YOUR WINTER TRAINING REGIME

ZONE 3 [Z3] Tempo
75% to 80% of your maximum. A fairly hard, but sustainable pace.
ZONE 4 [Z4] Race tempo
80 to 90% of your maximum. A hard pace that requires real focus
to sustain.

KEY
WU Warm up, WD Warm down, MAIN Main set

STAY IN THE TRAINING ZONE WITH TRIATHLON PLUS

FOLD1

WEEK 02

Run 30mins WU 10mins in Z2 to Z3
MAIN 2x800m as fast as possible, with 90secs
rests WD 5mins in Z2 to Z1

Bike 35mins indoor trainer or gym bike
WU 5mins in Z2, 5mins in Z2 at low cadence
(60rpm) MAIN 15mins of (30secs in Z2,
30secs in Z4) WD 10mins in Z2

Bike 35mins indoor trainer or gym bike
WU 10mins in Z2 MAIN 10x60secs in Z4,
with 45secs rests WD 5mins in Z2

GET READY TO TRAIN

GET READY TO TRAIN

Spend the evening studying old training diaries.
Make a note of the types and amount of training
you’ve done and what results it’s given you.
Which sessions were most effective for you?
We’re all different, so looking back at what works
best is vital to improving in the future.

Go through previous race results and think about
your strengths and weaknesses. Identify your
single biggest weakness and start doing
something about it now. This could include things
like booking a swim lesson, attending a triclub,
seeing a physio or finding a new training partner.

Swim 1,200m strength session. Include short
efforts (25m to 100m) of pull buoy, kick and
hand paddles. Also, try “crucifix” which is
frontcrawl with your legs together and
straight.

Swim 1,250m strength session. Include short
efforts (25m to 100m) pull buoy, kick and hand
paddles. Also, try using a rubber pool-band to
tie your ankles together while you frontcrawl.

Rest day

Sun

Bike 1 hour 15mins in Z2 including 6x30secs
uphill hard efforts

GET READY TO TRAIN

GET READY TO TRAIN

Service your bike. This could include fitting a
new cassette and chain (or cleaning the existing
one), fitting mudguards and winter tyres.
Make sure you’re 100% ready to go once the
real training begins.

Sort your kit out. Pack your summer training and
racing clothing into a clear plastic box and store it
somewhere out of the way. Find your winter
training gear, and arrange it so that you can find it
easily. Get rid of the stuff you never wear.

Run 40mins in Z2, off road if possible

Run 50mins in Z2, off road if possible

Swim 1,250m Technique session. Include
short efforts (25m to 50m) of drills, kick and
easy swimming while focusing on a high
distance per stroke

WEEK 04
ACTIVE RECOVERY WEEK

Rest day

Run 45mins WU 10mins in Z2 to Z3 MAIN
2x400m, 1x800m, 2x400m all Z4, with 90secs
rests WD 10mins in Z2 to Z1

Run 30mins WU 10mins in Z2 to Z3
MAIN 4x400m all as fast as possible,
with 60secs rests WD 10mins in Z2 to Z1

Bike 35mins indoor trainer or gym bike
WU 5mins in Z2, 5mins in Z2 at low cadence
(60rpm) MAIN 5x2mins in Z4, with 60secs
rests WD 5mins in Z2

Bike 30mins indoor trainer or gym bike
WU 10mins in Z2 MAIN 4x3mins in Z4,
with 60secs rests WD 5mins in Z2

GET READY TO TRAIN

GET READY TO TRAIN

Make a list of your training goals for the following
season. For each one, write down your target (eg to
increase your 10km run PB) and then write down
how you intend to achieve it (eg by attending a
running club). Think about how you will measure
your progress throughout the winter.

Enter a few triathlons now. Take your time making
a decision and then go ahead and make the
commitment. Races fill up fast, so it’s good to
book your place now. Pin the entry comfirmation
up somewhere you can see it so that it motivates
you to train hard throughout the winter.

Swim 1,250m Speed session. Include 750m
of warm up and warm down and a main set
of 5x100m frontcrawl at race pace with
60secs rests

Swim 1,200m Speed session. Include 800m
of warm up and warm down and a main set
of 4x100m frontcrawl at race pace with
60secs rests

Rest day
Bike 1 hour 30mins in Z2 including 6x30secs
uphill hard efforts

Sat

Sat

Bike 60mins in Z2 including 6x30secs
uphill hard efforts

Tue Mon

Run 30mins WU 10mins in Z2 to Z3
MAIN 5x400m as fast as possible,
with 90secs rests WD 5mins in Z2 to Z1

Wed

Swim 1,250m Speed session. Include 500m
of warm up and warm down and a main set
of 15x50m frontcrawl at race pace with 45secs
rests between each rep

Fri Thur

Swim 1,200m technique session.
Include short efforts (25 to 50m) of drills,
kick and easy swimming while focusing on a
low stroke count per length

WEEK 03

Sun

Fri Thur

Wed

Tue Mon

WEEK 01

Bike 1 hour in Z2 including 4x30secs
uphill hard efforts

GET READY TO TRAIN

GET READY TO TRAIN

Tidy your garage, shed or bike room. Work out
a way to hang your bike or bikes so that they
don’t get in the way. Arrange your kit and tools
into boxes or drawers. Get rid of the stuff you
never use.

Make sure you’re prepared for the elements.The
essentials are running tights, cycling bib-leggings,
gloves, a long-sleeved base layer, a wind proof
gilet, a wind proof cycling jacket, cycle overshoes,
arm warmers and a hat or ear warmers.

Run 1 hour in Z2, off road if possible

Run 50mins in Z2, off road if possible
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USING THESE Training Zones will help you train at the right intensity for
each session. This helps develop specific aspects of your fitness, as well as
making sure you don’t overdo it.
You can either estimate your intensity, using the Training Zone
descriptions, or use a heart-rate monitor for a more precise measure. If
you use a heart-rate monitor, use the percentages provided, and subtract
them from your maximum heart rate to calculate your zones. Tools like
cycle power meters and GPS watches will also help track your training
progress, but they’re not essential for these plans.
These training zones are only a guide, so don’t worry about being overlyprecise with heart rates because they’ll fluctuate anyway. It’s good to be
mindful of your intensity but it’s even more important that you get out
there and enjoy your training.
ZONE 1 [Z1] Recovery
60 to 65% of your maximum. Easy pace, feels nice and light.
ZONE 2 [Z2] Steady
65 to 75% of your maximum. Fairly easy pace. Easy enough so that you
could breathe just through your nose if you wanted to.

7 hours per week

WINTER
PREP

EXPERIENCED ATHLETES CAN USE THIS PREP
PLAN TO GET READY FOR WINTER TRAINING

ZONE 3 [Z3] Tempo
75% to 80% of your maximum. A fairly hard, but sustainable pace.
ZONE 4 [Z4] Race tempo
80 to 90% of your maximum. A hard pace that requires real focus
to sustain.

KEY
WU Warm up, WD Warm down, MAIN Main set

STAY IN THE TRAINING ZONE WITH TRIATHLON PLUS

FOLD1

WEEK 02

Run 45mins WU 10mins in Z2 to Z3
MAIN 3x800m in Z4, with 90secs rests
WD 10mins in Z2 to Z1

Bike 45mins indoor trainer or gym bike
WU 10mins in Z2, 5mins at low cadence
(60rpm) in Z2 MAIN 20mins of (30secs in Z2,
30secs in Z4) WD 10mins in Z2

Bike 45mins indoor trainer or gym bike
WU 10mins in Z2, 5mins at low cadence
(60rpm) in Z2 MAIN 10x60secs in Z4,
with 45secs rests WD 10mins in Z2

GET READY TO TRAIN

GET READY TO TRAIN

Spend the evening studying old training diaries.
Make a note of the types and amount of training
you’ve done and what results it’s given you. Which
sessions were most effective for you? We’re all
different, so looking back at what works best is
vital to improving in the future.

Go through previous race results and think about
your strengths and weaknesses. Identify your
single biggest weakness and start doing
something about it now. This could include things
like booking a swim lesson, attending a tri-club,
seeing a physio or finding a new training partner.

Swim 2,000m strength session. Include pull
buoy, kick and hand paddles. Also, try
“crucifix” which is frontcrawl with your legs
together and straight.

Swim 2,000m strength session. Include pull
buoy, kick and hand paddles. Also, try using a
rubber pool-band to tie your ankles together
while you frontcrawl.

Rest day

Sun

Bike 1 hour 45mins in Z2 including 6x30secs
uphill hard efforts

GET READY TO TRAIN

GET READY TO TRAIN

Service your bike. This could include fitting a
new cassette and chain (or cleaning the existing
one), fitting mudguards and winter tyres.
Make sure you’re 100% ready to go once the
real training begins.

Sort your kit out. Pack your summer training and
racing clothing into a clear plastic box and store it
somewhere out of the way. Find your winter
training gear, and arrange it so that you can find it
easily. Get rid of the stuff you never wear.

Run 60mins in Z2, off road if possible

Run 1 hour 15mins Z2, off road if possible
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Swim 2,000m technique session.
Include drills, kick and easy swimming while
focusing on a high distance per stroke

WEEK 04
ACTIVE RECOVERY WEEK
Swim 1,500m Strength session. Include drills,
kick and easy swimming while focusing on a
high elbow recovery

Run 45mins WU 10mins in Z2 to Z3
MAIN 2x400m, 1 x 800m, 2 x 400m in Z4,
with 90secs rests. WD 10mins in Z2 to Z1

Run 30mins WU 10mins in Z2 to Z3
MAIN 4x400m all as fast as possible,
with 60secs rests WD 10mins in Z2 to Z1

Bike 45mins indoor trainer or gym bike
WU 10mins in Z2, 5mins at low cadence
(60rpm) in Z2 MAIN 5x2mins in Z4,
with 60secs rests WD 10mins in Z2

Bike 30mins indoor trainer or gym bike
WU 10mins in Z2 MAIN 4x3mins in Z4,
with 60secs rests WD 5mins in Z2

GET READY TO TRAIN

GET READY TO TRAIN

Make a list of your training goals for the following
season. For each one, write down your target (eg to
increase your 10km run PB) and then write down
how you intend to achieve it (eg by attending a
running club). Think about how you will measure
your progress throughout the winter.

Enter a few triathlons now. Take your time making
a decision and then go ahead and make the
commitment. Races fill up fast, so it’s good to
book your place now. Pin the entry comfirmation
up somewhere you can see it so that it motivates
you to train hard throughout the winter.

Swim 2,000m speed session. Include 1,000m
of warm up and warm down and a main set
of 5x200m frontcrawl at race pace with
90secs rests

Swim 1,500m Speed session. Include 700m
of warm up and warm down and a main set
of 2x400m frontcrawl at race pace with
90secs rests

Rest day
Bike 2 hours in Z2 including 6x30secs uphill
hard efforts

Sat

Sat

Bike 90mins in Z2 including 6x30secs
uphill hard efforts

Tue Mon

Run 45mins WU 10mins in Z2 to Z3
MAIN 6x400m in Z4, with 90secs rests
WD 10mins in Z2 to Z1

Wed

Swim 2,000m speed session. Include 1,000m
of warm up and warm down and a main set
of 10x100m frontcrawl at race pace with
90secs rests

Fri Thur

Swim 2,000m technique session. Include
drills, kick and easy swimming while focusing
on a low stroke count per length

WEEK 03

Sun

Fri Thur

Wed

Tue Mon

WEEK 01

Bike 90mins in Z2 including 4x30secs uphill
hard efforts

GET READY TO TRAIN

GET READY TO TRAIN

Tidy your garage, shed or bike room. Work out
a way to hang your bike or bikes so that they
don’t get in the way. Arrange your kit and tools
into boxes or drawers. Get rid of the stuff you
never use.

Make sure you’re prepared for the elements.The
essentials are running tights, cycling bib-leggings,
gloves, a long-sleeved base layer, a wind proof
gilet, a wind proof cycling jacket, cycle overshoes,
arm warmers and a hat or ear warmers.

Run 60mins in Z2, off road if possible

Run 60mins in Z2, off road if possible
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